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National Conservation Council 
 

Minutes of the General Meeting held at the Government Administration Building 

 Elgin Avenue, George Town, Grand Cayman 

30 November 2016, 2:00 pm. 

 

1. Call to Order 
 
Notice having been duly given the meeting was called to order at 2:10 pm. A quorum was present (see 
Attendance Appendix, below) and no interests were declared.   

2. Confirmation of Minutes  
  
The approval of the minutes of the meeting held on 26 October 2016, subject to three minor 
typographical amendments, was moved by Davy Ebanks, seconded by Fred Burton and passed 
unanimously.  

3. Matters Arising from Previous Meetings 
 
Annual Report.  The Chair confirmed that the Annual Report for the twelve months ended 30 June 2016 
had been delivered to the Ministry on 1 November. 
 
Terrestrial Protected Areas.   The Department of Environment updated the Council on the progress of 
the nomination process to date. (See Attached)  In discussion it was noted that there had been a mix of 
private and Crown land submissions; whether Crown land nominations could be fast-tracked as 
Environmental Protection Fund support was not required; that highest ranking nominations would likely 
be pursued once the full evaluation of the nominations had been completed. 
 
The National Trust requested confirmation that sum included in the original EPF Land Acquisition budget 
request designated to purchase nominated high conservation value land adjacent to the Brac Parrot 
Reserve through the National Trust be formally minuted and communicated to the Ministry.  The Trust 
was in a position to part-match the funds for the purchase. The Trust is to provide written background 
information for a formal decision at the next Council General Meeting. 
 
Correspondence.  MCRU permit variation, PLAHI Consultations.  MRCU & Ministry PLAHI had been sent 
notices of decisions. (Copies of notices attached).  No response had been received from MPLAHI 
regarding the Environmental Impact Assessment required for the East-West Arterial Extension. 
 

4. New Matters 
 
Ratification of Advice to Ministry PLAHI – Proposed Airport Connector Road (ACR) 

It was noted that: 

a) On 20 October 2016 the DoE, on behalf of the Council, had received a request for consultation 

under section 41 of the NCL from the Ministry of PLAHI in relation to a proposed connector road 
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between the Esterley Tibbets Highway north of the Landfill, to the eastern termination of North 

Sound Road and ultimately to the Airport (the Airport Connector Road Consultation). 

b) On 17 November 2016 DoE presented a Screening Opinion and recommendations to a working 

group meeting (the WGM) of the Council, called with due notice at which a quorum was 

present, requesting consideration in advance of the next general meeting in order that time 

constraints be met. 

c) In making the request DoE noted that as the recommendations were that the scale of potential 

impact and the size of the area were such that it would not be reasonable to require an EIA and 

the advice was that a hydrological assessment should be conducted due to the urban nature of 

the land surrounding the affected mangrove wetlands. 

d) The Screening Opinion noted that the proposed ACR is approximately 2 miles long and 1.2 miles 

of this will be built on heavily man-modified land with limited or no ecological value; two 

portions of the ACR which will pass over ecologically and hydrologically important wetland 

habitat totalling 0.8 miles, however only approximately 0.3 miles is sited on undisturbed tidally 

flooded mangrove wetland which is of high ecological importance; the S-E portion of the land 

north of North Sound Road is designated as Mangrove Buffer Zone in the  1997 Development 

Plan and should be retained.  The hydrological assessment was recommended because there is a 

reasonable likelihood that the mangroves which are bisected by the proposed road are 

providing a drainage function and therefore the road will need to be engineered appropriately 

to ensure that impounded water does not cause flooding in the industrial estate or the wider 

area generally. It was recommended that the assessment should evaluate the impacts 

associated with changes to the hydrology and drainage patterns of the area, and a flood risk 

assessment for the developed areas along the road corridor, with identification of any potential 

measures to avoid, minimise or mitigate impacts. 

e) The WGM considered the Screening Opinion and recommendations and following discussion    

accepted the opinion, approved the recommendations and notification of the advice to the Min. 

PLAHI. 

f) The Council wishes to ratify the decision made at the WGM. 

A motion that the Airport Connector Road Consultation Screening Opinion be accepted, the 
recommendation for hydrological assessment, and the notification of Min. PLAHI of the decision,  be 
approved ratified and confirmed in all respects was moved by the Chair and seconded by Davy 
Ebanks. 

In discussion it was noted that the fact that the mangrove areas on the western side were already 
interfered with by the MRCU dyke roads contributed to the DoE’s conclusions. 

IT WAS RESOLVED that the Airport Connector Road Consultation Screening Opinion be accepted, the 
recommendation for hydrological assessment, and the notification of Min. PLAHI of the decision, be 
approved, ratified and confirmed in all respects. 

Council General Meetings Schedule. The proposed dates for 2017 were noted. 
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5. Committees & Reports 
 
DoE, Alien & Invasive Species: DoE is still pursuing consultation with DoA before producing a detailed 
draft policy.   

Recent work on Cayman Brac indicated that the green iguana situation there was worse than previous 
reports had indicated. The Grand Cayman green Iguana survey in August estimated about 800,000 
animals.  

Current funding was deemed insufficient for an effective culling programme on Grand Cayman. The 
Department was considering recommending that current culling funds be shifted to Cayman Brac and 
that Grand Cayman’s cull will require additional, separate, funding. This was so that money is not 
wasted on an ineffective effort on Grand Cayman while the situation worsens in Cayman Brac. It also 
highlighted the important need for a biosecurity component to the green iguana response programme. 
DoE will produce an amended project plan for Council consideration. Council commented that this will 
require outsourcing beyond DoE staff. 

In reply to enquiry DoE reported that DNA testing had confirmed hybridisation between green iguanas 
and Little Cayman iguanas (Cyclura) in the case of the hatchling iguanas captured and tested because of 
their cross-bred appearance. No further indications of hybridisation had been found.   

Licences and consultation advice. DoE presented a report for the month of October 2016.  It was noted 
that new applications for Wildlife Interaction Zones were of concern as the maximum capacity of the 
WIZ was being met on a regular basis; the scientific permit was for a non-Part One species; the refused 
fish import was for a potentially invasive salt water species. 

Marine Protected Areas Nomination.  The Secretary confirmed that there had been no new feedback 
from Cabinet on the fate of the nomination delivered by Council in March.  Members of Council 
expressed deep concern that the extensive work involved in the detailed proposals, the public 
consultation and resulting amendments would be lost if the nomination was not acted upon in a timely 
manner; the Council was prevented from authorising expansion of permits or licences  as it could not be 
satisfied that such grants would not have adverse effects, or would not be detrimental to the survival or 
maintenance of protected species, in the absence of the expansion of the Marine Protected Areas;  the 
enhanced Marine Parks System was a necessary basis for any blue economy discussions Government 
might engage in with international partners and other groups. 

On a motion duly made by Christine Rose-Smyth and seconded by Davy Ebanks IT WAS RESOLVED THAT 
Council write a letter to the Government outlining the concerns and urging Cabinet to move forward to 
designate the enhanced Marine Protected Areas system in the form presented in the amended 
nomination resulting from the public consultation. 

Climate Change Committee. Committee Chair Lisa Hurlston-McKenzie reported on (i) participation in 
the National Energy Policy Review, (ii) submission of proposals for changes to the Environmental Road 
Map to potentially be submitted at the Joint Ministerial Council, (iii) the Committee Chair’s  attendance 
at a Wilton Park/FCO Conference on Diversification and resilience: a blue, digital and green future for 
small islands and micro-states in place of the Director, DoE held in the British Virgin Islands in early 
November (DoE was hosting the Gulf & Caribbean Fisheries institute in Cayman at the same time). The 
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Chair submitted a written synopsis (See Attached) and will provide a more detailed report to the 
NCC/DoE and Ministry of Environment and the official meeting report in due course. 

It was noted that the Director, DoE, was currently attending an Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change meeting in Jamaica organised by the Caribbean Community Climate Change Centre (CCCCC). 

It was noted that the Cayman Islands hosted an EU Overseas Countries and Territories Association 
(OCTA) Innovation mission starting on 21 November in which meetings with Government, private sector 
and National Trust representatives were held. Blue and green economies were among the topics 
discussed. 

Public Education & Outreach Committee.  The Committee Chair advised that logo and website 
production were in process. 

DoE had conducted media outreach on closed seasons, particularly those updated by the issue of new 
regulations in August 2016. The DoE Siren app with marine conservation rules was now live. 
 
The Council Chair gave a keynote address at government’s Professional Development Week on 24 
November, focusing on sustainability and National Conservation Law Section 41 Consultations. 

Following entry into force of Part 7 of the Law in August the DoE and the Chair had been presenting to 
Government entities (including CPA, DoA, Port Authority, DCI) on the process for implementing the 
consultation provisions (section 41) of the Law.  Chair extended thanks to Wendy Williams, DoE Senior 
Environmental Assessment Officer, for preparing the presentation material.   

Council members had attended the opening of the Gulf & Caribbean Fisheries Institute 69th Annual 
Meeting, held in the Cayman Islands for the first time, and the keynote presentation on Nassau grouper 
in Cayman. The meeting had received publicity in the media and the keynote was well attended by the 
public. 

6. Any other Business 
 
Cayman Trench EBSA. DoE reported that at the Convention on Biological Diversity meeting next week 
the Government of Mexico will propose a recognition area around the Cayman Trench. The DoE has 
been working towards endorsement of this proposal by the Ministry of Environment.  The Cayman 
Trench would become an Environmentally or Biologically Significant Marine Area (EBSA) throughout its 
length.  It was noted that Cayman was not aware of earlier discussions related to this, highlighting the 
need for clearer lines of communication and control between Cayman and the United Kingdom 
regarding offshore resources. However it was considered that the EBSA designation would not constrain 
Cayman’s ability to utilise resources in the Cayman Trench. 
 
DoA participation.  Council again noted the need for DoA attendance at Council meetings and activities 
as they considered an anecdotal report of pest infestations of Christmas tree imports. It was decided to 
write the Ministries on the participation issues, as well as requesting information on Christmas tree 
infestation and disposal from DoA & DEH. 
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Saga Grounding. The DoE reported as follows: DoE inspected the site of the cargo vessel Saga grounding 
at Eden Rock on the morning it happened. The Department interviewed the Captain and received 
assurances of responsibility. A restoration team was currently assessing the site. The Department of 
Environment is not involved in George Town Harbour marking, nor involved in rules and regulations for 
harbour piloting, nor in controlling movement of ships in George Town harbour.  
Council noted the interest in preventing vessel associated reef damage for ecological reasons and in 
prosecution and restoration under the National Conservation Law. Council wondered if its functions of 
promotion under section 3(9), particularly 3(9)(l) (emergency responses)  could provide a forum for the 
various parties with a role in avoiding vessel associated reef damage to discuss regulatory improvements 
which could be made. 
 

7. Adjournment.  There being no other business, the meeting adjourned at 4:06pm. 
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National Conservation Council 
 

General Meeting 
 

(Rm 1038, GAB Grand Cayman, 2pm, 30 November 2016) 
 

AGENDA 
 

1. Call to Order 
a. Attendees, Apologies, Quorum 
b. Declaration of Interests 
 

2. Confirmation of Minutes of 26 October 2016 
 

3. Matters Arising from Previous Meetings 
a. Annual Report 
b. Terrestrial Protected Areas Nominations  
c. Correspondence – MRCU, PLAHI consultations 

 

4. New Matters   
a. Ratification of advice to Min. PLAHI – Airport Connector Road 
b. 2017 Meeting Schedule 

 
5. Committees & Reporting 

a. DoE  

i. Alien & Invasive Species 

ii. WP-01: Consultation and licencing reporting 

b. Climate Change Committee 
c. Public Education & Outreach Committee 

 
6. Next Meeting  

 
7. Any Other Business 

 
8. Adjournment 

 
9. Schedule Appendix 

2017 Meeting Schedule (proposed) 

 March 22nd  General Meeting GAB 1038  

 June 14th General Meeting GAB 1038 

 September 27th General Meeting GAB 1038 

 November 29th General Meeting GAB 1038 

 



Report by the Chair of NCC Climate Change Committee 
General Meeting November 30, 2016 

 

Since the last General Meeting on August 24, 2016 the CCC has engaged in the following: 

1. National Energy Policy Review 

 CCC Chair was invited to attend DOE’s meeting with Castalia Strategic Advisors and 

Electricity Regulatory Authority representatives on October 4, 2016 

o Discussed NEP Review Committee’s draft Energy Policy 2015-2035 Strategies, 

particularly  policies set out in the Climate Change and Environment section vis-à-

vis realistic and achievable emissions reduction targets 

o Provided Castalia with DOE/NCC priorities and outlined responsibilities each entity 

would have in directly implementing various policies and what impediments exist 

o Discussed the appropriate renewable energy technologies and alternative fuel mix 

for each island, and complexities of their integration into the grid 

o Castalia developing an Implementation Plan with 1, 2-5 and 5+ year timeframes 

2. Climate Addendum/JMC Environmental Roadmap 

 Given no traction to date on the Climate Addendum to the Environment Charter, CCC 

provided DOE with recommendations for climate change and energy sections in a revised 

Environmental Roadmap for the Minister of Environment’s contribution to the Joint 

Ministerial Council meeting in November 2016. No response received. 

3. Wilton Park Conference/FCO/CEFAS/UN-OHRLLS 

 CCC Chair was invited to attend a conference on “Diversification and resilience: a blue, 

digital and green future for small islands and micro-states,” in the British Virgin Islands, 

November 7-9, 2016 

o SIDS are “great ocean states” with a wealth of traditional knowledge and expertise 

but more regional/global cohesion needed through formal/informal partnerships 

o New sustainable economic model needed that quantitatively values natural capital 

and better utilizes human resources 

o Transition from projects to practice and role of entrepreneurs in blue/green/digital 

economies to leverage initial government injection or donor investment 

o Role of government to create enabling environment (set legal & policy framework) 

to allow private sector, NGOs and civil society to operate and be effective  

o Leaders in the blue, green and digital economy: Seychelles, Grenada, Aruba, 

Switzerland, Luxemburg, BVI – Cayman Islands is well positioned to offer 

Intellectual Property, Green Bonds and Social Impact Investment Services 

o SIDS attendance encouraged at high-level UN Oceans Conference 5-9 June 2017, 

New York, in support of SDG 14 (sustainable use of ocean, sea & marine resources) 



Nominators

• DoE

• NTCI

• Landowners

• Individuals

• Civic organizations

• Real estate agents



Terrestrial Protected Area 
Nominations, 2016

NTCI

other
DoE



• A total of 51 nominations were received, all in 
time

• All nominations were eligible under NCL criteria
• Some areas were nominated 2 or 3 times
• Some multiply nominated areas were defined 

with various different boundaries

• 36 different areas have been nominated, 
including Crown and privately owned land



Conservation Agreements

• National Trust lands nominated for 
Conservation Agreements:

– Mastic Reserve

– Colliers Wilderness Reserve

– QE II Botanic Park

– Booby Pond Nature Reserve

– Preston Bay iguana sanctuary

– Brac Parrot Reserve



Next Steps:
• Make initial approaches to landowners 

of high scoring nominations
• Obtain Lands & Survey valuations of 

high scoring nominations 
• Bring all nominations, with scoring, 

valuations, & landowner indications to 
Council

• Council to decide which nominations to 
advance

• Formal notifications issued under NCL 9 
(2) (a)
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DoE Consultation & Licencing Report 

WP-01: DoE Consultation & Licencing Report 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Section 41 Consultations 

Month Category Recommendation Quantity Notes 

Oct-

16 

Coastal 

Works 
Approve 4 

  

Oct-

16 Consultation 
Advice Given 2 

  

Oct-

16 

EIA 

Screening 

Recommend EIA 

to Council 
1 E-W Arterial 

Oct-

16 

Planning 

Applications 
Approve 20 

  

Oct-

16 

Planning 

Applications 

Approve w/ 

Modifications 
3 

  

Oct-

16 

Planning 

Applications 
Defer 1 

Pending application for 

overall development of site 
 

Aquatic & Marine Species  

Month # Reviews # Approved # Denied  

Oct-16 3 50 1  

     

Spear Guns   

Month # Approved # Denied Notes  

Oct-16 5 0 Renewals  

     

     

WIZ   

Month # Approved # Denied Notes  

Oct-16 8 0 5 new, 3 renewals  

     

Research Applications 

Month # Approved Notes # Denied Notes 

Oct-16 3 
Lepidoptera survey; Ant Collection; 
Terrestrial Reptiles   
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